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Abstract—In this poster, we present T EXT B UGGER, a general
attack framework for generating adversarial texts. In contrast to
prior works, T EXT B UGGER differs in significant ways: (i) effective
– it outperforms state-of-the-art attacks in terms of success
rate; (ii) evasive – it preserves the utility of benign text; and
(iii) efficient – it generates adversarial text with computational
complexity sub-linear to the text length. Experimental results
demonstrate its effectiveness, evasiveness, and efficiency.

I.

I NTRODUCTION AND ATTACK D ESIGN

Recently, Deep neural networks (DNNs) have been found
to be vulnerable against adversarial examples which are carefully generated by adding small perturbations to the legitimate
inputs to fool the targeted models [2]. Such discovery has
also raised serious concerns, especially when deploying such
machine learning models to security-sensitive tasks. While
existing works on adversarial examples mainly focus on the
image domain, it is more challenging to deal with text data due
to its discrete property, which is hard to optimize. Furthermore,
in the text domain, small perturbations are usually clearly perceptible, and the replacement of a single word may drastically
alter the semantics of the sentence. Therefore, existing attack
algorithms designed for images cannot be directly applied to
text, and we need to study new attack techniques. In this poster,
we propose T EXT B UGGER, a framework that can effectively
and efficiently generate utility-preserving adversarial texts
against state-of-the-art text classification systems under both
white-box and black-box settings. A successful adversarial
example is shown in Fig. 1. Due to the limitation of pages, we
only detail the process of generating adversarial texts under
black-box setting.
Task: Sentiment Analysis
Original label: 100% Negative

Classifier: Amazon AWS
Adversarial label: 89% Positive

Text: I watched this movie recently mainly because I am a Huge fan
of Jodie Foster's. I saw this movie was made right between her 2
Oscar award winning performances, so my expectations were fairly
high. Unfortunately Unf0rtunately, I thought the movie was terrible
terrib1e and I'm still left wondering how she was ever persuaded to
make this movie. The script is really weak wea k.

Fig. 1.

A successful adversarial example.

Briefly, the process of generating adversarial texts under
black-box setting contains three steps: (1) Find the important
sentences. (2) Use a scoring function to determine the importance of each word regarding to the classification result, and

rank the words based on their scores. (3) Use the bug selection algorithm to change the selected words. The black-box
adversarial text generation algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 T EXT B UGGER under black-box settings
Input: legitimate document x and its ground truth label y,
classifier F(·), threshould 
Output: adversarial document xadv
1: Inititialize: x0 ← x
2: for si in document x do
3:
Csi = Fy (si );
4: end for
5: Sordered ← Sort(sentences) according to Csi ;
6: Delete sentences in Sordered if Fl (si ) 6= y;
7: for si in Sordered do
8:
for wj in si do
9:
Compute Cwj according to Eq.1;
10:
end for
11:
Wordered ← Sort(words) according to Cwj ;
12:
for wj in Wordered do
13:
bug = SelectBug(wj , x0 , y, F(·));
14:
x0 ← replace wj with bug in x0
15:
if S(x, x0 ) ≤  then
16:
Return None.
17:
else if Fl (x0 ) 6= y then
18:
Solution found. Return x0 .
19:
end if
20:
end for
21: end for
22: return None
Step 1: Find Important Sentences (line 2-6). Suppose the
input document is x = (s1 , s2 , · · · , sn ), where si represents
the sentence at the ith position. First, we segment each document into sentences. Then we filter out the sentences that have
different predicted labels with the original document label (i.e.,
filter out Fl (si ) 6= y). Then, we sort the important sentences
in an inverse order according to their importance score Csi .
The importance score of a sentence si is represented with the
confidence value of the predicted class Fy , i.e., Csi = Fy (si ).
Step 2: Find Important Words (line 8-11). Considering
the vast search space of possible changes, we should first
find the most important words that contribute the most to the
original prediction results, and then modify them slightly by
controlling the semantic similarity. One reasonable choice is
to directly measure the effect of removing the ith word, since
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Algorithm 2 Bug Selection algorithm
1: function S ELECT B UG (w, x, y, F(·))
2:
bugs = BugGenerator(w);
3:
for bk in bugs do
4:
candidate(k) = replace w with bk in x;
5:
score(k) = Fy (x) − Fy (candidate(k));
6:
end for
7:
bugbest = arg maxbk score(k);
8:
return bugbest ;
9: end function
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will replace the word with the optimal bug to obtain a new text
x0 (line 14). If the classifier gives the new text a different label
(i.e., Fl (x0 ) 6= y) while preserving the semantic similarity
above the threshold (i.e., S(x, x0 ) ≥ ), the adversarial text is
found (line 15-19). If not, we repeat the above steps to replace
the next word in Wordered until we find the solution or fail to
find a semantic-preserving adversarial example.

comparing the prediction before and after removing a word
reflects how the word influences the classification result as
shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, we introduce a scoring function
that determine the importance of the j th word in x as:

II.

E XPERIMENTS AND C ONCLUSION

We study adversarial attacks against sentiment analysis
platforms under both white-box and black-box settings. The
main experimental results on IMDB dataset (which contains
25,000 positive and 25,000 negative movie reviews) under
black-box setting are shown in Table I and Fig. 3, from
which we can see that (i) T EXT B UGGER achieves higher attack
success rate than DeepWordBug [1]; and (ii) T EXT B UGGER is
more utility-preserving than DeepWordBug in both word-level
and vector-level.

Cwj = Fy (w1 , w2 , · · ·, wm ) −Fy (w1 , · · ·, wj−1 , wj+1 , · · ·, wm ) (1)

Step 3: Bugs Generation (line 12-20). We propose five
bug generation methods for T EXT B UGGER: (1) Insert: insert
a space into the word; (2) Delete: delete a random character of
the word except for the first and the last character; (3) Swap:
swap random two adjacent letters in the word but do not alter
the first or last letter; (4) Substitute-C : replace characters with
visually similar characters (e.g., replacing “o” with “0”) or
adjacent characters in the keyboard; (5) Substitute-W : replace
a word with its topk nearest neighbors in a context-aware word
vector space. As shown in Algorithm 2, after generating five
bugs, we choose the optimal bug according to the change of
the confidence value, i.e., choosing the bug that decreases the
confidence value of the ground truth class the most. Then we
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TextBugger

Evaluation

Ø Step 1: Find important sentences.
• Segment documents into sentences
• Filter out sentences that have different labels
• Sort in an inverse order according to their score
Ø Step 2: Find important words.
Black-box
White-box
Task: Sentiment Analysis
Original label: 100% Negative

Ø Step 3: Bugs generation.
• Insert: insert a space into the word
• Delete: delete a random character of the word
except for the first and the last character
• Swap: swap random two adjacent letters in the
word but do not alter the first or last letter
• Substitute-C: replace characters with visually
similar characters (e.g., replacing “o” with “0”) or
adjacent characters in the keyboard
• Substitute-W: replace a word with its topk nearest
neighbors in a context-aware word vector space
Examples:

Classifier: Amazon AWS
Adversarial label: 89% Positive

Text: I watched this movie recently mainly because I am a Huge fan
of Jodie Foster's. I saw this movie was made right between her 2
Oscar award winning performances, so my expectations were fairly
high. Unfortunately Unf0rtunately, I thought the movie was terrible
terrib1e and I'm still left wondering how she was ever persuaded to
make this movie. The script is really weak wea k.
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